


THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL

From:
To:
Subject: Planning objection: London Wall West
Date: 31 January 2024 14:42:17

I object to the planning proposal for London Wall West - application references 23/01304/FULEIA, 23/01277/LBC, 2301276/LBC ‘London Wall West’.

Residential amenity

City planners and developers seem to miss a very obvious point - London Wall, Moorgate, City Road, Old Street and Aldersgate form a boundary of a residential neighbourhood that sits inside a growing corporate location. The people within are proud to be City (or adjacent) residents.
They feel special about living here. People, families and friends live, love and grow here. The proposed development seeks to rob them of vital things that allow them to do this. They’ll lose daylight and sunlight. They’ll be blinded by solar glare, with more time spent behind curtains and
blinds to block it out. That’s when they’re able to be open without office workers looking into their homes. 

The routes around their immediate home location and the City they enjoy currently will be changed forever, with disruption to those lasting for well beyond a decade based on current proposed timelines for the demolition and redevelopment, residents very casually asked to put up with this
for that shocking duration.

Access will be limited to homes. Air quality will be adversely affected. They City states in 2024 “Air quality in the City of London has been improving but still breaches health targets. Poor air quality can harm human health and increase the incidence of cardiovascular and lung disease”
and this development only compounds this issues, mere metres from the homes of thousands of people. And the noise and the disturbance of construction in this neighbourhood will further adversely impact this neighbourhood. There is no such thing as ‘considerate construction’ at this
scale in a residential neighbourhood. The true impact on the City’s residents - the true lifeblood of (and future, larger potential for) the vibrant City the council seems so desperate is unmeasurable.

The City may have aspirations to be ‘Wall Street on Thames’, forgetting that it already has so much more to offer and should build on these non-office space offerings. Been to Wall Street on a weekend? I have. It’s no aspiration.

Sustainability and climate change 

The proposed demolition and development fly in the face of the City’s stated environmental goals. 

As described by Christopher Hayward, Policy Chair of the City of London: “The City Corporation is now moving towards a “retrofit first” approach, where reuse and refurbishment of existing buildings, structure and materials must be given serious consideration in any planning
application. The new guidance applies to major developments – those with a greater floorspace uplift than 1,000 sqm – and developments which propose knocking down most of the existing structure.” We are told that ‘best value’ is his guiding principle for this proposal but it’s clearly in
contrast to his environmental commitments and ignores ‘best use’ as a result. Value is more than revenue to a City that will be here long after we are not.

Residents have been told by the City’s Policy Chair that viable alternatives for refurbishment were presented to the City in soft market testing, but these have been ignored and details not shared for fair consideration in the assessment of the proposed redevelopment’s suitability.

And, it’s very worrying that the proposed demolition is estimated to release thousands of tonnes of embodied carbon into the environment, and the planning estimates of what this amount will be have been questioned as the result of dubious data, along with dubious claims about the
structural safety of Bastion House.

Mass and scale 

The proposed redevelopment must see demolition as an absolute last resort. Bastion House and the Museum of London are not simply vacant buildings. They are a part of and immediately link to a residential neighbourhood. They are important and distinguished buildings that can remain
as vital and vibrant elements of a reimagined City. They sit in and near heritage assets that will be unduly harmed by the proposed development. The Barbican Estate, St Giles’, Postman’s Park and St Boltoph’s will all be adversely affected by the proposed development, as it towers over,
shadows and entombs them.

The development will also set a dangerous precedent for future development of similar scale and mass that will further adversely impact these areas, as such developments become the norm, without any appreciation for the history and cultural potential of the site. I ask that you consider
having this built next to your bedroom. Thoughts?

History and cultural potential

The proposed development sits in an area of significant historical value and, as a result, cultural potential for the City’s stated goals of being a cultural hub and ‘vibrant’ quarter. Office space is not the answer for achieving these goals. The Museum of London was an important gateway to
the City and the cultural delights of the Barbican, and its loss to office space on the site is a great shame. Options for suitable replacements have not been given due public consideration under the test of ‘best value’ which is an opaque and curiously private process.

Office demand

And finally, office development should be the option of last resort. Its is speculative and reckless. Office demand will not return to pre-pandemic levels in our lifetimes, and there is no proven demand for this proposed office space. Office working patterns have changed forever, and AI will
likely automate thousands of jobs of City workers. 90% of respondents to a November 2023 UK Finance survey claimed to be “already leveraging Predictive Al in back-office functions, yielding tangible benefits. Although Generative Al is relatively new, more than 60 per cent believed it
has the potential to deliver significant cost savings and improvements to operational effectiveness.” ‘Operational effectiveness’ is thinly veiled code for fewer people. And that means less floor space. The reduction in demand for both is already visible in the City’s failing and empty retail
outlets. The City has millions of square feet of office space already at approval status, there’s simply no need for more at this time - giving rise to the serious consideration of alternative uses via refurbishment.

I object. 











THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL

From:
To:
Subject: LWW planning application 23/01277/LBC
Date: 31 January 2024 14:59:45

Objection from Terry Trickett, 605 Mountjoy House, Barbican, EC2Y 8BP

To the LWW Design Team

As a Barbican resident, I’ve submitted objections to the proposed LWW scheme
and here I’m summarising the reasons why.

The City’s scheme submitted for planning permission and listed building consent
reveals plans for access and egress of traffic to and from the LWW site which, in
terms of noise and air pollution, can be expected to have a severely detrimental
effect on the lives of residents in Mountjoy House and Thomas More House and,
not least, on girls using the playing field on top of Thomas More Car Park. This
impact will occur not only during the period of construction (2027 to 2033) but,
also, forever after.

Barbican Estate residents have begun to realise the extent of harm that will be
caused to their lives if the proposed LWW scheme goes ahead. I'm referring, in
particular, to the noise and air pollution of heavy traffic moving through the
Thomas Moore Service Yard during construction and, thereafter, all service
vehicles entering and exiting the new LWW development. The new Bastion and
Rotunda Yards and Ironmongers Hall are all to be entered and exited via the
existing Thomas More Service Area, which acts as a marshalling point.  Entry
from the street will be via the existing Aldersgate ramp which, with some
difficulty, will continue also to act as a main means of access/egress to and from
the Barbican Estate. The resulting extent of traffic will be considerable and
continuous.

The coup de grâce is delivered by Multiplex Construction Europe Limited with its
assumption that the Thomas More Service Yard, accessed via the Aldersgate St.
ramp, will be restricted to construction traffic only, from the commencement of
main demolition work and will remain restricted until the project's completion.
What are car owning residents from Thomas Moore and Mountjoy and other
Barbican locations meant to do? Multiplex sees no difficulty for residents in cars,
and service vehicles, gaining alternative access to the car park by using the back



exit/entrance located 90 metres further north along Aldersgate St. Indeed, there
is such a ramp which leads to a low roller-shuttered opening, too low for most
service vehicles. Once past the shuttered opening, drivers encounter a hairpin
bend, too tight for most cars to negotiate, which means a long detour round
Seddon Car Park before exiting via a one-way tunnel, the only throughway from
one car park area to another. No one from Multiplex can ever have examined
the consequences of residents’ taking its proposed alternative route. The
suggestion beggars belief. 
 
If there is any logic to the proposed LWW scheme, it appears to be a
determination, on the part of the LWW design team to render the development
‘car free’ – achieved at the expense of hiving-off all LWW traffic into the
neighbouring Gradel II Listed Barbican Estate, where it doesn’t belong.  This is
back-to-front thinking at its worst; the design team's failure to prioritise vehicle
circulation at the outset has led to the adoption of a piecemeal and mostly
unworkable ad hoc access/egress system, which will inflict maximum and
permanent damage on Barbican Estate residents. 
 
My own first sight of the proposed access/egress proposals, as detailed in
DELIVERY AND SERVICING PLAN Part1-1476384 prepared by Buro Happold, was
at the public exhibition of the LWW project, held at the London Centre, 11
January 2024. I was shocked by what I found there. Now, after studying the
LWW design team’s access/egress proposals in some detail, I find myself in
strong opposition to a scheme that is revealed as paying little attention to the
inalienable rights of Barbican Estate residents. The reasons for my objections are
detailed in ‘A Barbican resident’s response to a deeply flawed proposal for
London Wall West’. I'll leave you to study these comments, which have been
distributed throughout the Barbican Estate. By all means come back to me if you
think any of my comments are unjustified or, in any way, they give a false
interpretation of what is on offer. 
 
The reconstruction and making good that would be required to enable the
Thomas More Service Yard to perform its extended role is not included in the
City’s applications, whereas other much less significant work to highwalks and
hard and soft landscaping etc. is itemised.  The words ‘associated and ancillary
work’ are not sufficient to cover for the inevitable changes that would have to
be made to the Thomas More Service Yard, if it were to become the biggest of



LWW’s intrusions into a Grade II Listed property. 
 
As a final comment, I should add that, in my opinion, the City's applications for
Planning Permission and Listed Building Consent are muddled and overridden
with a plethora of documentation, which is uncoordinated and ambiguous.
There’s much unnecessary duplication, which serves only to confuse rather than
to explain. Searching for the truth of what is on offer requires the recipient to
make sense of documents sometimes starting in mid-sentence, often with
arbitrary page numbers (eg. commencing with page 19), and often without titles
stating their purpose. The documents submitted are a true reflection of a
muddled scheme for a site that deserves something much better.
 
Regards
 
Terry Trickett RIBA
 

Ps. The document  ‘A Barbican resident’s response to a deeply flawed proposal
for London Wall West’, as referred to above, is accessible at
https://acrobat.adobe.com/id/urn:aaid:sc:EU:a44cfdc9-9e2d-4ea1-80a0-51cbc5f92a5a
 
 
 
 
 





THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL

From:
To:
Subject: LWW planning application 23/01304/FULEIA
Date: 31 January 2024 15:06:12

Objection from Terry Trickett, 605 Mountjoy House, Barbican, EC2Y 8BP

To the LWW Design Team

As a Barbican resident, I’ve submitted objections to the proposed LWW scheme
and here I’m summarising the reasons why.

The City’s scheme submitted for planning permission and listed building consent
reveals plans for access and egress of traffic to and from the LWW site which, in
terms of noise and air pollution, can be expected to have a severely detrimental
effect on the lives of residents in Mountjoy House and Thomas More House and,
not least, on girls using the playing field on top of Thomas More Car Park. This
impact will occur not only during the period of construction (2027 to 2033) but,
also, forever after.

Barbican Estate residents have begun to realise the extent of harm that will be
caused to their lives if the proposed LWW scheme goes ahead. I'm referring, in
particular, to the noise and air pollution of heavy traffic moving through the
Thomas Moore Service Yard during construction and, thereafter, all service
vehicles entering and exiting the new LWW development. The new Bastion and
Rotunda Yards and Ironmongers Hall are all to be entered and exited via the
existing Thomas More Service Area, which acts as a marshalling point.  Entry
from the street will be via the existing Aldersgate ramp which, with some
difficulty, will continue also to act as a main means of access/egress to and from
the Barbican Estate. The resulting extent of traffic will be considerable and
continuous.

The coup de grâce is delivered by Multiplex Construction Europe Limited with its
assumption that the Thomas More Service Yard, accessed via the Aldersgate St.
ramp, will be restricted to construction traffic only, from the commencement of
main demolition work and will remain restricted until the project's completion.
What are car owning residents from Thomas Moore and Mountjoy and other
Barbican locations meant to do? Multiplex sees no difficulty for residents in cars,
and service vehicles, gaining alternative access to the car park by using the back



exit/entrance located 90 metres further north along Aldersgate St. Indeed, there
is such a ramp which leads to a low roller-shuttered opening, too low for most
service vehicles. Once past the shuttered opening, drivers encounter a hairpin
bend, too tight for most cars to negotiate, which means a long detour round
Seddon Car Park before exiting via a one-way tunnel, the only throughway from
one car park area to another. No one from Multiplex can ever have examined
the consequences of residents’ taking its proposed alternative route. The
suggestion beggars belief. 
 
If there is any logic to the proposed LWW scheme, it appears to be a
determination, on the part of the LWW design team to render the development
‘car free’ – achieved at the expense of hiving-off all LWW traffic into the
neighbouring Gradel II Listed Barbican Estate, where it doesn’t belong.  This is
back-to-front thinking at its worst; the design team's failure to prioritise vehicle
circulation at the outset has led to the adoption of a piecemeal and mostly
unworkable ad hoc access/egress system, which will inflict maximum and
permanent damage on Barbican Estate residents. 
 
My own first sight of the proposed access/egress proposals, as detailed in
DELIVERY AND SERVICING PLAN Part1-1476384 prepared by Buro Happold, was
at the public exhibition of the LWW project, held at the London Centre, 11
January 2024. I was shocked by what I found there. Now, after studying the
LWW design team’s access/egress proposals in some detail, I find myself in
strong opposition to a scheme that is revealed as paying little attention to the
inalienable rights of Barbican Estate residents. The reasons for my objections are
detailed in ‘A Barbican resident’s response to a deeply flawed proposal for
London Wall West’. I'll leave you to study these comments, which have been
distributed throughout the Barbican Estate. By all means come back to me if you
think any of my comments are unjustified or, in any way, they give a false
interpretation of what is on offer. 
 
The reconstruction and making good that would be required to enable the
Thomas More Service Yard to perform its extended role is not included in the
City’s applications, whereas other much less significant work to highwalks and
hard and soft landscaping etc. is itemised.  The words ‘associated and ancillary
work’ are not sufficient to cover for the inevitable changes that would have to
be made to the Thomas More Service Yard, if it were to become the biggest of



LWW’s intrusions into a Grade II Listed property. 
 
As a final comment, I should add that, in my opinion, the City's applications for
Planning Permission and Listed Building Consent are muddled and overridden
with a plethora of documentation, which is uncoordinated and ambiguous.
There’s much unnecessary duplication, which serves only to confuse rather than
to explain. Searching for the truth of what is on offer requires the recipient to
make sense of documents sometimes starting in mid-sentence, often with
arbitrary page numbers (eg. commencing with page 19), and often without titles
stating their purpose. The documents submitted are a true reflection of a
muddled scheme for a site that deserves something much better.
 
Regards
 
Terry Trickett RIBA
 

Ps. The document  ‘A Barbican resident’s response to a deeply flawed proposal
for London Wall West’, as referred to above, is accessible at
https://acrobat.adobe.com/id/urn:aaid:sc:EU:a44cfdc9-9e2d-4ea1-80a0-51cbc5f92a5a
 
 
 
 
 











 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 








